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AÚN ESTÁ OSCURO - THE DARKNESS REMAINS, by Silvia Coma
Spanish worldwide: La Esfera de los Libros, March 2018
All translation rights available - Melodrama of secrets and strange families
Partial English translation available. 

Cornwall, 1845.  Alice has lived in Lady Blackburn’s mansion all 
her life, left an orphan when her mother, maid to Lady 
Blackburn, died in childbirth.  Now a young woman, Alice has 
taken her mother’s place, thinking the rest of her life is already 
mapped out.  The strange arrival of Aleck, an elderly man who 
obviously knows Lady Blackburn, leads to the extraordinary tale 
of shipwrecked children on an uninhabited island 25 years 
earlier.    When a handsome stranger comes to live in the 
neighbouring mansion, naive Alice is captivated but the story 
Aleck tells of the island has shocking consequences for Alice and 
the revelations will shatter her illusions and change her life.   

Throughout the experiences of these abandoned, lonely children 
and adults, narrative is key to help them confront harsh realities: stories told out loud 
round a fire, books read in a library or bought with hard-earned wages from a bookshop, 
journals and newspaper reports that reveal a tragic past.   This is a powerful story of 
conflicting human emotions: desire, aggression, fear and ultimately, love that will 
overcome the most tragic circumstances, at least for Alice. 

I sincerely believe that Aun está oscuro has everything I look for in a story.  Each word, each 
expression is perfect, the narrative surrounds you and you can’t stop reading.  Only sometimes, very 
few times, you find a brilliant novel from start to finish.  One that takes you to the places it describes, 
keeping the mystery to the very end.  And when that happens, it’s like finding a treasure that makes 
you remember the reason why you fell in love with books.  Not just recommended, but highly 
recommended.  (translated from the Spanish) 
https://www.instagram.com/p/BgGqkPWlLGt/?taken-by=thewildpeonyblog 

Silvia Coma (Barcelona, 1990) is  a journalist,  who contributes to 
various cultural media (ABC newspaper, Telecinco and Cuatro tv 
channels).  She  published  a  book  of  interviews  with  influential 
Spanish intellectuals (Voces de ahora) and contributed to a volume 
on cine.  She currently combines her career as a novelist with her 
work in marketing in a large Spanish publishing group. 
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EL CLUB DE LOS ACONTECIMIENTOS EXTRAORDINARIOS - THE 
EXTRAORDINARY EVENTS CLUB  by Marta Padilla
Spanish in Mexico: Editorial Endira, July 2018
All translation rights available - Action, adventure, danger and recent history, from 

Mexico to Moscow
 
When terrorists try to take over a flight from Barcelona to 
Londres, a group of very different people find their lives changed 
as they save the day.  Julia finds she needs more excitement and 
action in her life and the others join her in a new challenge: a 
company that will organise extraordinary adventures for their 
clients, without the latter knowing that what they are 
experiencing has been planned ahead.   
 
The Extraordinary Events Club is born and the first adventure 
involves the search for a lost painting by Frida Kahlo.  It will take 
them all from Mexico to Moscow and Havana, immersing them 

in the grim, mysterious past, and they will find that despite their 
plans, they are suddenly facing unknown and highly dangerous enemies…  will the 
Extraordinary Events Club be able to complete its task or will it fall prey to its own 
ambitions?

[The novel] talks a lot and very well about the age of Communism, the sadness of people when the war ended 
and how many still ive in fear or trapped in nostalgia for something that never was.  The plot is very good, it 
makes you live so much in the past that you forget the present times of the characters and then each 
revelation bursts on you like a bomb.  The author also has an incredible way of describing people and places 
that make you feel you know them and you are there.  (Leia Mist, Goodreads, translated from Spanish) 

Marta Padilla was born in Barcelona, and has invented stories and 
characters since she was a child, often inspired in past events.  She 
began to write when she started travelling to many places, as well as 
discovering a talent for painting - although literature is her passion.  
She loves doing the research for her novels, and learning about the 
historical and current backgrounds to her characters and plots.  After 
living and working in the USA, Latin America and London, she 
currently moves between Barcelona and Switzerland for her work, 
writing every day before starting her job in finance.
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EN TIEMPO DE HALCONES - IN THE AGE OF HAWKS by Fran Zabaleta
World Spanish: Grijalbo (Penguin Random House), January 2016
Spanish club: Círculo de Lectores, January 2017
All translation rights available - Gripping historical novel

OVER 15,000 COPIES SOLD!
In early 1458, the ancient kingdom of 
Galicia, in north-west Spain, only the 
brave, the mad or those who still had a 
dream would venture out on the roads, 
invaded by criminals paid by the feudal 
lords.
No house, land, church or village was 
safe.  The feudal lords dug their claws into 
their own serfs with total impunity: the 
lives of the poor had no value.  The lords 
kidnapped merchants to demand ransome, 

and women to sell to the mawlas in 
Granada, they took for themselves church property, that of other lords and even the king’s.  
Ignoring all rules and customs, they stole, assaulted, killed and destroyed.  Their greed 
and rapacity knew no bounds.  These were hard times.   It was the age of the hawks.

This is the story of a fugitive serf hiding in the holy city of Santiago de Compostela, 
where pilgrims from the whole world are welcome.  It is also the story of the daughter of 
the most ambicious and prestigious innkeeper of the city; the young woman of a rich 
family whose only aim is to enjoy life; a beautiful Moorish slave who has escaped, and a 
minstrel couple whose voices awake desire.  Of the king of thieves and of a friar who 
stands up against the powerful elite.  It is the story of two old hawks and their forced 
alliance, while their sons are rivals for the reins of power.  Above all, it is the story of a city: 
Santiago de Compostela and the rebellion of its inhabitants against their overlord, forcing 
the local noblemen to follow suit and declare the Brotherhood.  A dream of freedom, 
justice and peace that some will fight to defend and others, to annihilate.

Based on the historical rebellion of the inhabitants of Santiago de Compostela against 
Rodrigo de Luna, archbishop of the city and nephew of the powerful Alvaro de Luna, who 
was the Castilian king’s closest advisor, this stunning historical novel portrays the perilous 
times of revolt and the common people who started it, or became involved.  

Fran Zabaleta (Vigo, 1964) studied History and Geography in 
university and was a schoolteacher for several years, before writing 
his first novel, and starting work in the editorial sector as a 
researcher, editor and writer for documentaries both in print and 
audiovisual.   In the Age of Hawks is his sixth novel.
http://www.franzabaleta.com/
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U
na historia de juegos de po-
der, de traiciones y sed de 
venganza, de odios encona-

dos, de amores y desamores, de her-
manos contra hermanos, de villanos 
contra nobles y de nobles enfrenta-
dos entre sí, en el marco de la revuel-
ta de la ciudad de Santiago de Com-
postela contra su señor a fi nales de la 
Edad Media.
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Fragmento de la novela En tiempo de halcones, de Fran Zabaleta. 
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LOS PECADOS DE VERANO -  SUMMER  SINS, by Daniel Blanco Parra 
World Spanish: Ediciones B (June 2015) 
All translation rights available - Intimate portrait of angst, passion and resignation

In a small town in the Spanish countryside in the early 1950s, the 
wealthiest family is made up of the Wife, her Husband, their two 
small boys, the Wife’s mother and Amalia, the maid. The large 
house where they live is kept impeccably and gives the 
impression of a smooth, happy family life but appearances are 
deceptive. The Wife is Consuelo, a beautiful young girl from a 
very poor family, whose mother cleverly arranged the marriage 
to ensure a comfortable future for them both, but Consuelo has 
not overcome her insecurities and fears that her new position in 
the town could disappear. 

When the Husband takes his family and Amalia to a 
Mediterranean coastal city, where he is taking part in a Congress 

about morality on the Spanish beaches - with foreign tourism just starting to make an 
impact that the conservative authorities and strict Catholic clergy do not like - Consuelo 
has a glimpse of a different life, freer and more sensual. Meanwhile her Husband is 
amazed to discover the immorality, both sinful and seductive, of these shameless 
foreigners. The journey will change all of them. 

The novel is based on real events and the beautiful, subtle writing transmits the repressive 
atmosphere of the post-war years in Spain, where passions were kept firmly under control 
and appearances were more important than honesty. There are touches of irony and 
evocative descriptions of life in those times of scarcity and rigid moral structures, as well 
as wonderful portraits of Consuelo and her family.

Readers say: 

A journey in our past from a master’s pen: that of Daniel Blanco.  The most beautiful way there is to 
explain real life, undoubtedly a pure marvel. 
Un viaje en el pasado propio de una pluma maestra; la de Daniel Blanco. La forma más bonita que 
existe de contar la realidad, sin duda maravilla en estado  puro. 
http://el-mundo-paralelo.blogspot.com.es/2015/06/resena-los-pecados-de-verano-de-daniel.html 

Reading this novel is like being shut in a cage.  There are the sea and the sand, but you are not 
allowed to touch them.  The author has created a wonderful, agonising portrait of that moment in 
time, with a main character - the Wife - who will leave you without words and wounded.  And 
despite all that, the story is a gorgeous song to freedom. 
Leer esta novela es como que te encierren en una jaula. Están el mar y la arena, pero no los 
puedes tocar. El autor ha retratado de forma maravillosa y agónica la severidad de una época, con 
una protagonista –La Señora– que te dejará mudo, y también herido. Y a pesar de todo, la historia 
es un hermoso canto a la libertad.El blog Perdidas entre página 

http://el-mundo-paralelo.blogspot.com.es/2015/06/resena-los-pecados-de-verano-de-daniel.html
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Daniel Blanco Parra uses luminous prose to wander through our darkest years and turn his eyes to 
a Spain “covered right up to the neck”.  This novel shines in its sense of humour, its very beautiful 
metaphors and a narrative rhythm of a great writer.  Los Pecados del Verano is, without a doubt, 
the most refreshing editorial launch of the season. 
 Daniel Blanco Parra se sirve de una prosa luminosa para pasearse por nuestros años más 
oscuros y volver la mirada hacia una España «tapada hasta el cuello». Esta novela brilla por su 
sentido del humor, sus bellísimas metáforas y una agilidad narrativa propia de un gran conocedor 
del oficio. Los pecados de verano es, sin duda, la apuesta editorial más refrescante de la 
temporada. Amalia Bulnes, colaboradora de la revista Mercurio 

Los Pecados de Verano is a great novel portraying a time of changes in the Spain of Franco, that 
would revolutionise the morals of hte population and that shows us the internal struggle of the main 
character and her attempts to find happiness.  A great read highly recommended. 
Los pecados de verano es una gran novela que retrata una época de cambios en la España 
franquista que revolucionaron la moral de los ciudadanos, y que nos muestra la lucha interior de 
su protagonista y su intento por ser feliz. Una gran lectura totalmente recomendada. 

Daniel Blanco (Huelva,1978) graduated with a degree in 
Journalism from the University of Seville and is currently 
doing his doctorate in the Literature Department of the 
Faculty for Communication.  He has a Masters in Creative 
Writing (2011) and is also studying History of Art.

He has worked as a journalist for a number of years for 
the  El  Correo  de  Andalucía  newspaper,  specialising  in 
culture and society.  He has also worked in press rooms 
and  provided  the  captions  for  one  of  the  itinerant 
exhibitions  on  the  Spanish  Constitution  (La  Pepa 
1812-2012).   In 2009 he published his book Cita con la vida, 
on the history of transplants in Cordoba, with a prologue 
by the writer Antonio Gala.

He  has  won more  than  two dozen  national  competitions  for  short  story  writing,  theatre  and 
children’s books, including the XXVIII edición de los Premios Literarios Jaén (Jaén Literary Prize) in the 
children’s literature category with ‘El secreto del amor’ (The Secret of Love), his first novel, published 
by Editorial Montena.
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LA CONVERSA - THE CONVERT by Edward Rosset
World Spanish: Edhasa, forthcoming 2019
All translation rights available - Romance and danger in medieval Spain

Rosana de Suxan falls in love with Juan de Mendoza, 
son of the Bailiff of Seville, and finds herself in extreme 
danger.  It is 1480 and the “new Christians” like Rosana 
-  people  of  Jewish  origin  who  have  converted  to 
Christianity - are seen as enemies in the fundamentalist 
views  of  Isabella,  Queen  of  Castile  and  fervent 
supporter of the Spanish Inquisition.   Juan is from a 
distinguished “old Christian” family and Rosana will 
have to overcome terrible obstacles to find happiness, 

though perhaps not as she had imagined.   
This absorbing historical novel portrays a passionate young woman who will have to 

make her way in a world dominated by men and the catholic church in order to find love.

LOS NAVEGANTES - THE NAVIGATORS  by Edward Rosset
World Spanish: Edhasa, forthcoming 2019
All translation rights available - Epic historical and maritime novel
Over 27,000 copies sold, new edition for relaunch in 2019

One of the most fascinating epics of naval history was begun by 
Magellan and brought about by the tenacity of a brave group of 
men  who  dared  to  defend  themselves  against  the  Crown  of 
Portugal.  After arriving in the Philippines by the western route, 
Elcano opened a new link to the east. Together with Andres de 
Urdaneta  and  Miguel  Lopez  de  Legazpi,  his  adventures 
conclude with the capture of the islands for the Spanish Crown.
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EMIGRANTES - THE MIGRANTS  by Edward Rosset
All rights available -  Timely contemporary fiction 
Shortlisted for the Premio Fernando Lara

The heart breaking story of two youngsters, a Cuban boy and a 
Nigerian girl, - daughter of a Spanish father -, who have to 
overcome a thousand difficulties and obstacles to come to Europe.

Edward Rosset was born in Spain to an English mother and 
Spanish father.   As a young man, he worked as a docker, 
lumberjack and as crew on various merchant cargo ships.  He 
joined the RAF and served in the Libya during the II World 
War, where he started writing stories and articles, published in 
English newspapers and magazines.

After the war, he lived in London for a while and then 
moved back to live permanently in Spain, as an English 
teacher and later as the head of a private language academy.
He founded Editorial Stanley, publishing books for students 
and teachers of languages, many of which he wrote himself.   

In 1998, Edward Rosset started writing about what he really loves: historical novels.  
He has been very successful with Los Navegantes, in print for 20 years and about to be re-
launched in paperback by Edhasa, and has published over twenty historical novels based 
mainly on the history of Spain and Spanish explorers.   He has been shortlisted for the 
Fernando Lara Award and the Azorín Award.


